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Collaborate with organizations to

understand and meet their needs

Focus on developing holistic leaders

among healthcare professionals

Empower by providing transformative

content that inspires growth of the

leader within

Innovate by encouraging creativity and

critical thinking

Facilitate Phi Delta Chi 's vision to

empower Brothers to lead across all

stages of life

PLEI MISSION
To facilitate engaging professional leader

development activities to enable

personal growth that will transform the

delivery of healthcare .

PLEI VISION
A valued and vibrant profession driven by

engaged leaders dedicated to inspiring

the healthcare community .

PLEI VALUES
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1996

HISTORY OF PLEI
First Prescott Pharmacy Leadership Award presented1987

First Leader-Development Seminar (LDS) held1989

Second Bull's-Eye concept developed to extend leader-
development work beyond ΦΔΧ to pharmacy profession at
large

Early 
1990s

60th Grand Council (Memphis) authorizes formation of PLEI1995

PLEI first meets at American Pharmacists Association Annual
Meeting in Nashville

1996 PLEI chartered in the State of Georgia

1998 PLEI recognized by the IRS as a 501(c)(3) charitable foundation

2000 PLEI assumes curricular development for ΦΔΧ LDS program

2005 PLEI endowment formed as the Leadership Challenge Fund
with a $10,000 gift from Ralph L. Saroyan

2012 Partnership with California Pharmacists Association
(CPhA) for Leader-Development Institute (LDI) begins

2016 First edition of Lead-Grow-Shape textbook published

2018 Partnership with APhA for Lead360 begins

2020 PLEI Endowment surpasses $1 million threshold
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2013 Part-time administrator hired to manange day-to-day operations
of PLEI



Formed in 1996 ,  PLEI celebrates its 25th anniversary in 2021 .  Like

you ,  we had to pass through the turmoil of 2020 to get here .  

Going through all that upheaval ,  I reflected several times that I

am glad I invested time honing my leadership skills .  Agility ,

Courage .  Empathy .  Communication .  Integrity .  Influence .  All the

crises of 2020 gave me many opportunities to practice these

and more .  Did I mention perseverance? 

Deep down ,  I need to know who am I ,  what I 'm capable of ,  and

when to ask others for help .  And you likewise .  Self-awareness is

foundational to being a leader .  

At PLEI ,  we call this discovering The Leader Within .  PLEI has

long prided itself on the immersive leader-development

activities we facilitate .  But what do you do when the leaders

looking within cannot gather in person? 

You pivot and leverage your collective creativity to adjust !  In

July 2020 ,  we launched our first introspective ,  multi-subgroup

remote leader-development sessions ,  gathering feedback and

learning as we went .  

Now ,  as we imagine a virtual cake with 25 candles ,  PLEI Is ready

to launch an ambitious suite of longitudinal online courses so

that pharmacists and student pharmacists can assess

themselves ,  grow as leaders ,  learn from each other ,  and advance

the profession .  Stay tuned for more information on PLEI 's

Academy for Leader Development in the summer of 2021 .  Watch

plei .org/academy or follow us on social media for more

information (Facebook at plei .org or Linked In - plei-org) .

Please enjoy the stories we tell and the numbers we show in

PLEI Annual Report 2020 .  I 'm immensely grateful to the

talented directors and facilitators who make PLEI 's work

possible !  

A MESSAGE
FROM OUR CHAIR

John D .  Grabenstein ,  RPh ,  PhD ,  ScD (Hon) ,  FASHP ,  FAPhA

Colonel (Retired) ,  U .S .  Army 

Remington Honor Medalist 20204 

http://plei.org/academy
https://www.facebook.com/PLEI.org
https://www.linkedin.com/company/plei-org


ALBERT B. PRESCOTT
PHARMACY LEADERSHIP
AWARD
In 2020 we recognized Lindsay L .  Kunkle ,

PharmD ,  MBA ,  as the recipient of the Albert B .

Prescott Pharmacy Leadership Award .  

Her accomplishments were recognized in our

first ever virtual award ceremony in June .

During the Lindsay 's lecture she spoke of

"Spheres of Influence ,  Care and Importance . " 

In 2020 we also announced our extended and expanded partnership

with Phi Lambda Sigma (PLS) ,  the Pharmacy Leadership Society for

additional five-year term .  As part of the partnership ,  the honorarium

associated with the Prescott Leadership Award will be doubled from

$1 ,000 to $2 ,000 .  

In December 2020 ,  we announced the recipient of the 2021 Prescott

Leadership Award ,  Jennifer Bacci ,  PharmD ,  of the University of

Washington .  Dr .  Bacci was recognized at the March 2021 award

ceremony .

The 2022 Call for Nominations will be issued in early July 2021 .  Watch

your email ,  plei .org/prescott-award/ and the PLEI social media sites for

details .

Dr .  Kunkle was recognized for her leadership

through practice-based research ,  consensus

development ,  professional organization

leadership ,  and developing and growing APhA

programs that advance pharmacy practice and

pharmacist engagement in the profession .

Value: FocusFocus on developing holistic leaders among healthcare professionals
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PAST
PRESCOTT

RECIPIENTS
1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994
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1997

1998

1999

2000
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2003
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2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

                                                                   

Walter Lee Fitzgerald

Lucinda Louise Maine

Heidi Milia Anderson

Janet Engle

Kathleen D .  Lake

John Coster

Mary Eloises Indritz

Mitchel C .  Rothholz

Kelly Hasty-Kale

Timothy Tucker

Nancy A .  Alvarez

Christopher J .  Decker

Jeanne Ann Stasny

Tina Penick-Brock

Edwin H .  Adams

Christopher R .  McCurdy

Jennifer Cerulli

John Musil

Bradley Tice

Michael J .  Negrete

David A .  Medvedeff

Macary Marciniak

Scott Evans

Jeffrey Neigh

Timothy W .  Cutler

Conan MacDougall

Robert Schoenhaus

Sonak Pastikia

Alex J .  Adams

Joshua J .  Neumiller

Afton M .  Wagner

Robert S .  Pugliese

T .  Joseph “Joey” Mattingly II

Lindsay Kunkle

Jennifer L .  Bacci
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TRAINING MISSION
For almost 25 years, PLEI has been offering immersive workshops that unleash the power of

human potential. PLEI has partnered with many clients in industry, education, and state and

national associations including American Pharmacy Association, the California Pharmacists

Association, Medical University of South Carolina, PCCA, Urigen, and many more. 

Value: CollaborateCollaborate with organizations to understand and meet their needs

Our most commonly requested workshops include: 

What Makes a Leader? - Through decades of study, five themes have emerged among

leaders who make enduring positive contributions: 

Vision - Discover new possibilities by fostering your “curious learner”

and calming your “judgmental knower.”
“Response-ability” - Stop being a slave to circumstance and

empower yourself by developing your internal locus of control.
“Integrity” - Teams and organizations work best when they are

“whole and complete.” Learn about the importance of
accountability and honoring one’s word.
“Results Through Others” - Employees aren’t tools to be managed;

they’re people to be engaged in every dimension: mind, heart, body
and spirit. Learn how to use a “whole-person approach” to deliver
great results 
“Grit” - Defined as “perseverance and passion for long-term goals,”

grit has been shown to be one of the most important factors for
success. Learn how to fuel your grit by taking a whole-person
approach to leading yourself.

The Leader Within - This curriculum takes the personal application of Grit to the next

level. Participants develop a greater understanding of their "whole self" and how to

improve results by better integrating each aspect of their being into everything they do: 

“Authentic Interests” - Interests are the first ingredient in grit. Learn to

identify and create aspects of your work that evoke the traits of an
authentic interest.
 “Strengths” - Gain a deeper understanding of your natural strengths,

how to optimally engage them, and the power of creating teams of
individuals whose strengths are complementary.
“Values” - Learn how to overcome failures and setbacks by

connecting your efforts with a greater purpose.
“Needs” - While serving one's values, interests, and strengths can

unleash a brilliant flash of potential, it can also lead to burnout. Gain

an awareness of your own unmet needs and how to take a
sustainable approach to unleashing human potential.
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LEADER DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMMING

What PLEI Does
PLEI 's Leader-Development programs are designed to nurture leaders ,  enhance

teamwork and provide growth opportunities designed to drive success .  Our in-

person seminar options range from a few hours to several days with the most

meaningful programs being longer workshops with immersive ,  high-touch

formats .  Our programs can be complemented with extended longitudinal

experiences that help bring our "whole-person leadership" philosophy to life via

individual discovery or small group coaching .  

Our interactive workshops leverage the latest science of human learning and

are most effective when experienced in small groups of 24 or less ,  although

larger groups up to 100 or more can be accommodated .  Historically ,  our

immersive workshops have been face-to-face experiences .  In 2020 ,  we adapted

and delivered an engaging and interactive experience preserving the core

features that make PLEI programming unique .  In fact ,  one virtual participant

said that it was more engaging than many similar in-person programs she had

attended .  

8 



Did you know that PLEI has a textbook explicitly designed to meet 2016

ACPE Standards and CAPE Outcomes for each student for self-awareness ,

leadership ,  innovation and entrepreneurship ,  and professionalism? 

Dozens of engaging exercises

Multiple out-of-class assignment choices

Leader Laboratory

An approach that is customizable to YOUR curriculum

A layout that is adaptable to each professional year and is segmentable

across multiple courses or threads

Tools to enable each student to grow as a leader

Our textbook contains :

Value: Empower

ARE YOU AN EDUCATOR,
TRAINER OR FACILITATOR?

Lessons are suitable for a 1-2 credit course or can be used to intersperse

exercises throughout an existing curriculum .

Empower by providing transformative content that 
inspires growth of the leader within

Lead  Grow  Shape:

Explicitly designed to meet current ACPE Standards and CAPE Outcomes for

each student for self-awareness ,  leadership ,  innovation and

entrepreneurship ,  and professionalism .  

Student Edition for Kindle or Print (includes 342 pages ,  35 modules ,  44

worksheets ,  8 appendices ,  318 flashcards) . 

Facilitator Edition for Kindle or Print (includes 374 pages ,  35 modules ,  44

worksheets ,  8 appendices ,  318 flashcards) . 

Learn more at plei .org/lead-grow-shape/

Available on Amazon .com

A Prescription for Life-Long Pharmacy Leader Development
Alvarez NA ,  Keil GJ II ,  Negrete MJ ,  Grabenstein JD .
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https://plei.org/lead-grow-shape/
https://www.amazon.com/Lead-Grow-Shape-Facilitator-Prescription-Life-Long-Development/dp/1660744326/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=grabenstein+negrete&qid=1621631336&sr=8-3


FACILITATOR GUIDE TO
MAKING A DIFFERENCE

1 .  Goal. The goal of a facilitator is to allow participants to think and express for

themselves .  You are not supposed to preach or teach or opine .  You can influence the

energy and direction of the group to create a supportive environment for participants .  

"One should first direct oneself in the way to go; only
then should one instruct others." 

 
 

2 .  Approach .  To get participants to think for themselves ,  ask open-ended questions .

Offer content .  Do not insist .  Control the conversation only to the extent needed to steer

toward the learning objectives or other outcomes identified before the activity .  Don ’t be

surprised if you must choose between allowing for a deeper conversation between

participants or completing the lesson plan .  You will choose based on the needs of the

participants and the outcomes desired from the activity .  Self-discovery is crucial to self-

awareness ,  leadership ,  professionalism and the rest .  Leadership is not taught ;  rather it is

learned and recognized .  The role of a facilitator is less that of teacher or instructor and

more that of a guide or coach who facilitates the participant ’s learning .

Value: InnovateInnovate by encouraging creativity and critical thinking

3 . Human Nature .  The goal of the session you facilitate is to help participants grow ,

stretch ,  learn ,  explore ,  ponder ,  reflect ,  and discern .  Humans are imperfect :  attention will

wander ,  distractions will occur ,  sight lines and acoustics may be inadequate .  Roll with it .

Regain the group ’s attention and come back to the main learning points .  

4 .  Focus .  Strike a balance between hearing the input of each participant in turn and

having the participants collectively want to follow your lead .  Remind the group

periodically of their objective .  Move around the room to empathize with all segments

and to recapture attention .  

The following is an abbreviated version of one of our facilitator training tools .  

Use these tips in your next meeting or group discussion .

 
— Buddha, The Dhammapada, Chapter XII, The Self, Verse 158
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5 .  Transparency .  Be honest .  Be real .  Don ’t make it up .  You are not a mouthpiece to

speak the curriculum provided .  Preparation is key ,  so that you are well-positioned to lead

the participants .  There is no way to know how each individual will contribute to the way

the curriculum plays out .   

6 .  Is It About You? No .  It ’s about them .  Not every experience of yours is relevant to

the group ,  so think twice before contributing your own story .  Be humble .  Show

restraint – remember it is not about you .  Ask a question instead .  Offer your story only

if asked specifically .   

7 .  Hearing Before Responding .  People say the funniest things .  Asking all those open-

ended questions will generate some responses that are wise ,  some that are silly ,  and

some that come out of left field .  Resist the temptation to commend or condemn various

responses ;  simply thank participants for contributing to the conversation .  “That ’s an

interesting perspective…” can help you to acknowledge a silly response without offending

the participant .  Allow a few seconds of silence so that the group has a chance to process

the responses .  Then ask for more responses .  “Tell me more…” can be a way to draw out a

speaker .   

  

8 .  Power of Silence .  When the facilitator is silent ,  others will feel more inclined to

contribute .  If you are asked “How?” in open-ended exercises ,  reply “Any way you want ,  to

get the job done . ”  Obviously ,  if guidance is needed in exercises that require ‘crayoning

inside the lines , ’  please do provide procedural advice or clarify the goal of the segment

or activity .  

  

9 .  Equity .  Don ’t let just the fast ones get the air time .  Watch for body language of people

who have something to say and are too polite or introverted to belt out a reply .  If

someone is taking more than a fair share of the speaking time ,  simply say “Thank you !  We

want to hear from everybody…” and then point to someone else .  If this behavior

continues over multiple hours ,  privately and gently ask the person to challenge

themselves to improve their listening skills .   

10 .  Stress .  If stress is too high ,  learning is impaired .  If stress is too low ,  participants will

day dream .  Find the right level .  

11 .  Safety .  Participants are more willing to take risks (including the risk in saying what ’s

on one ’s mind) if they feel safe and that their input is expected and supported .  Never

criticize a comment ,  or it may be the last one that person offers .  Close interaction builds

trust and confidence ,  making risks easier to take .  

12 .  Recap .  Use the last couple minutes of the session to ask participants to provide you

with a quick summary of what they just learned .  What was interesting? What was

surprising to know? What was clear? Note that you can also gauge what was unclear – as

quick feedback for you .  
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Value: Facilitate

We were very disappointed to have to cancel the bi-annual Leader-

Development Seminar in the summer of 2020 .  Some of our ΦΔΧ
Brothers were equally disappointed and asked what could be done to

continue educational leadership through the pandemic .  We know

better than most that when faced with adversity ,  leaders rise .  And so

we rose !  We partnered with a core group of Brothers from the Omega

Chapter and set up our first virtual Leader Development Program ,

holding two virtual sessions over the summer .  We were able to train 41

Brothers from ten different Chapters on the Leader Within .

$45,737 
RESERVED TO SUPPORT

 LEADERSHIP TRAVEL

Facilitate Phi Delta Chi's vision to empower 
Brothers to lead across all stages of life

$5,400
AWARDED TO

CHAPTERS

BROTHERS FOR LIFE
PLEI was formed as a not-for-profit foundation to

advance the leadership ,  educational and other

benevolent missions of the Phi Delta Chi Fraternity .

PLEI is proud to sponsor scholarship opportunities ,

travel grants and financial support of the ΦΔΧ
Achievement Awards .  

That virtual program

informed us that we COULD

do valuable ,  connected ,  and

meaningful leader-

development training in a

virtual environment .  As a

result ,  in 2021 we will debut

our new virtual educational

programming platform ,  the

Academy for Leader

Development .  Stay tuned for

details !
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Expense

FINANCIAL REPORT
2020 was a slow year in terms of operational income due to the Covid-19

pandemic .  Despite the hardships faced by many ,  our donations remained

strong and PLEI is proud to announce that we surpassed the $1 million mark in

our Endowment !  The growth of the Endowment allows us to share the wealth

through ΦΔΧ travel endowments ,  achievement awards ,  and scholarships .

Financial Summary
Income
$9,405Programs $7,031
$8,953Operation Income/Expenses* $20,255

*Income reflects operational donations; expenses include day to day operational expenses such as postage,
management, telephone, internet, etc.

$21,046Investment Income/Fees $9,577
$50,869Endowment $5,400
$90,273TOTAL $42,262

Chair: John D. Grabenstein (ΒΓ)

Vice Chair: Jo Bonasso (Α)

Executive Director: Ron G. Corey (ΒΓ)

Chief Financial Officer: Ralph L. Saroyan (AΨ)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Directors:
Nancy A. Alvarez (AN)

Kevin C. Anderson (BΩ)

W. Michael Heath (AK)

Gary J. Redfeather (AM)

Macary W. Marciniak (AΓ)

Michael A. Moné

Michael J. Negrete (Z)

Amy Valdez (BI)

Dennis B. Worthen (Δ)

Directors ex officio:
ΦΔΧ Grand President, Andrea Bourque (Ρ)

ΦΔΧ Grand Past President, Traci Thompson (Λ)

ΦΔΧ Executive Director, Kenny R. Walkup (ΑΥ)
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WITH THANKS!
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HOW YOU CAN
SUPPORT OUR

MISSION
1 .  Donate. Your support to grow our Endowment

means that we can support individuals through

scholarships .  Giving the opportunity to travel to in-

person events provides skills learned not just

through our leadership programming but also in

networking with colleagues ,  mentors and

professionals .  PLEI takes great pride in shaping the

future leaders of pharmacy and your financial

contributions help us to do that .  Donate now at 

https : //plei .org/support-plei/

2 .  Shop. When you shop using Amazon Smile ,  you

can support PLEI !  In 2020 ,  we received $435 in

contributions from Amazon as a result of your

shopping !  Signing up and shopping is simple :

1 .  Visit smile .amazon .com

2 .  Sign in with your Amazon .com credentials

3 .  Search for and select Pharmacy Leadership &

Education Institute

4 .  Start shopping !

5 .  Add a bookmark for smile .amazon .com to

make it even easier to return and start your

shopping at AmazonSmile .  

Every time you shop on Amazon ,  remember to go to

https : //smile .amazon .com/ and PLEI will receive

proceeds based on your shopping !

3 .  Like. By clicking "like , "  sharing ,  commenting or

clicking on links on our social media posts ,  you help

to increase our exposure .  It is such an easy thing but

makes a huge difference in the exposure that our

posts and social media pages receive .  

plei .org plei-org
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PO Box 115

South Lyon ,  MI 48178

Contact us: 
www .plei .org

office@plei .org

877-929-9590

plei .org

plei-org

Tax ID: 58-2296988

https://www.facebook.com/PLEI.org
https://www.linkedin.com/company/plei-org
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